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A SITE SUITABILITY MODEL FOR ACACIA KOA REFORESTATION
ON MAUNA KEA, HAWAI'I, UTILIZING A GIS

ABSTRACT: A site suitability analysis for reforestation of
the endemic Hawaiian forest tree koa (Acacia koa var.
hawaiiensis) was performed. The study will assist the Hawai'i
Resource Conservation and Development's (RCD) Forestry
Committee in their effort to develop a master land use plan
for koa regeneration on the Island of Hawai'i. An
ecologically diverse study area of 30,000 acres on the
northeast slope of Mauna Kea (2,880-8,440 ft. elevation) was
chosen for analysis. Vegetation zones range from rain forest
to mixed mesic forest to subalpine shrubland and desert. Of
prime interest is a potential reforestation zone situated in
the study area on a 6,500 acre parcel, owned by the Department
of Hawaiian Home Lands.

Utilizing the grid-cell based Geographic Information
System (GIS) OSU MAP-for-the-PC, an analytical model was
constructed which enables the prediction of land areas best
suitable for koa regeneration, given several natural growing
condition and cultural variables. Additionally, the model
will be used to compare the areas most suitable for koa
regeneration with areas of existing koa dominant distributions
and with those of scattered or non-existent koa distributions.

INTRODUCTION

As the State's highest mountain (13,796 ft.), Mauna Kea

has the greatest diversity of biotic environments found

anywhere in the Hawaiian archipelago. A progression of

distinctive ecosystems occupy concentric bands, corresponding

to altitudinal gradients of temperature and precipitation

(Juvik, et. al 1978, 130). Common on the mountain slopes,

chiefly between elevations of 2,000 and 5,000 ft., the endemic

Hawaiian tree koa (Acacia koa var. hawaiiensis) is the monarch

of native Hawaiian forest trees (Figure 1). Where growing

together under perfect conditions, which appears to be near

the upper elevation, the trees are tall and straight for as

great a height as 80 ft. and have diameters up to 10 ft. (Neal

1965, 409).
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The koa (Acacia koa dominates upper levels of the dry forest, leads into the vet
forest. Acacias are forest trees in the Pacific only on the Hawaiian Islandsand in
Australia. Curved ph Ilodes (leaf-like structures yellow flowers, and brown pods
containing black seeds serve to identify the koa. Koas are sometimes victims of the
Hawaiian mistletoe, lower right, Korthalsella complariata (Nlanoa Trail, Oahu(.

4;1
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Figure 1. The koa

r
I

(Acacia koa) From Cariquist (1980, 287)
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Formerly, koa was the second most abundant tree in the

Hawaii's native forest, after o'hia (Metrosideros polymorpha)

Unfortunately, medium-elevation lands where dense stands of

koa grow (favoring moderate rainfall and well-drained soils),

made prime ranching areas. Consequently, vast acreages have

been chopped down or grazed (Kepler 1983, 69). The threat to

the survival of the remaining koa habitat is due, in part, to

extensive habitat destruction caused by grazing and browsing

by domestic and feral cattle (Bos taurus), sheep (Ovis aries),

and goats (Capra hircus) introduced to Hawai'i in the late

eighteenth century (Tomich 1969, 45). In many areas, such

activity has reduced the endemic forest stands to remnant

populations. Furthermore, the introduction of many noxious

exotic plant species has further imperiled these fragile

communities (Mueller-Dombous and Lamoureux 1967, 287).

Presently, land use zoning within the Mauna Kea "koa belt"

is designated either State Forest Reserve or AG-40 (private

ranch ownership parcels) (State of Hawai'i, 1977). One such

entity, the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (a state

commission which maintains a federal government-sponsored

homesteading program to rehabilitate native Hawaiians), wishes

to diversify its economic resource base by implementing a

viable forest management program directed at conservation of

the degraded koa forest ecosystems. The department's Land

Management Division has requested that a pilot koa feasibility

study be prepared for a potential reforestation parcel of 5300

acres (previously leased to ranchers) in an attempt to support
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the Hawai'i Resource Conservation and Development (RCD)

Forestry Committee's proposed master plan for koa

regeneration.

The purpose of this study is to construct an analytical

model to predict land areas most suitable for koa regeneration

on Mauna Kea, given several growing condition and cultural

variables. The study will assist the Hawai'i RCD Forestry

Committee (comprised of 10 members from federal and state

conservation agencies, commercial ranch, and environmental

organizations) in their effort to develop a master land use

plan for koa reforestation on the Island of Hawai'i.

The report is organized into five main sections. First,

is a discussion of the problem, research objectives, need for

a spatial model, as well as concepts, application and use of

GIS. A discussion of the cartographic modelling and data

structure of GIS is found in Section 2. Section 3 defines the

functional requirements of the model, followed by a summary of

the model's conceptual design in Section 4. Implementation of

model and results are addressed in Section 5. The last

section focuses on conclusions and a discussion of future

research directions.

Problem Statement

There is a clear need for a master conservation plan for

koa regeneration on Mauna Kea, with efforts focused on the

reestablishment of forest lands severely diminished by past

multiple land-use strategies. The degradation of koa habitat

typifies a history of incompatible uses on Mauna Kea,
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especially as a range for grazing and browsing animals, and a

reserve for forest resources (Stone and Scott 1984, 377) . On

Mauna Kea, as elsewhere, multiple use evolved haphazardly over

a long period of time during which different interests

established use rights in the area (Juvik and Juvik 1984,

194). The knowledge gained from centuries of human impact has

only recently prompted environmental restitution.

Obj ectives

The objectives of the study will be:

1. To develop a data base and maps which will serve as an
inventory for koa growth requirements.

2. To map the study area in terms of its biological, physical
and land use attributes, and to build a data base of these
attributes.

3. To locate areas within the Department of Hawaiian
Homelands parcel which will provide optimum success and
profitability for reforestation of koa.

4. To compare areas of the suitability for koa growth to the
distribution of existing and non-existing koa stands.

5. To provide a site suitability scenario for koa
regeneration using various growing condition variables.
The model may be manipulated by changing the importance or
"weight" of any growing condition variable, thus providing
a different suitability scenario.

The Need for a Spatial Model

Spatial analyses could not be accomplished in a realistic

time frame if they were done by hand, or even with a tabular

database, such as the Mauna Kea vegetation survey maps

(Jacobi, 1986). Vegetation types may be found relatively

easily with such a database, but to change the database to

reflect shifting distribution trends would be extremely time

consuming. The problem lies in the fact that a tabular
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database cannot represent the spatial component of the data.

The study objectives present spatial questions. Proper

answers to these questions can be found through the use of

spatial models which acknowledge the topology of a region.

Topology is the property that marks the position of every

subarea of the region in relation to all other subareas

(Kimerling, 1989). It is a system that keeps track of what is

next to what, a system that lets us match up two sets of

vegetational types and analyze the resulting overlap or

adjacency. The RCD Forestry Committee needs an analytic tool

that recognizes topological structure. The only tool that

does this is a geographic information system (GIS).

GIS Defined

A GIS is a digital system for the analysis and

manipulation of a full range of geographical data, with

associated systems for inputting such data and for displaying

the output of any analyses and manipulations (Tomlinson 1987,

204). It is an automated system that stores, manipulates, and

displays spatial information in the form of maps. A number of

thematic maps of a common study area can be stored together at

a common scale, and can be conceived of as 'layers' of spatial

information about the study area (Marble 1984, 19). The GIS

can manipulate data within any layer (e.g. by reclassifying

data values, finding the area of closed regions, etc.) or it

can operate on more than one layer at once (e.g. superimposing

one layer atop another to find the areas of intersections).

The major components of a GIS are: 1) A user interface
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(method by which the human operator communicates with the

various spatial data base and applications modules), 2) GIS

system/data base management (furnished by the host computer's

operating system), 3) data base creation/data entry capacity,

4) spatial data manipulation and analysis capabilities, and 5)

display/product generation functions, i.e. digital/analog maps

(USGS 1988, 3). Figure 2 is a conceptual representation of a

GIS and its major components.

User Interf ace

System/Data Base Management

IData Base Creationi IManp11Lation/AnaLysisI IDisptay/ProckctI
Data Entry of SpatiaL Data Generation

Figure 2. Major components of a GIS (From USGS 1988, 3)

Applications of Geographic Information Systems

Recent years have seen improvements in computer-based

systems for handling data that describe natural resources,

geographic entities, and environmental conditions (Tomlinson

and Boyle 1981, 65). As well as having the capability to

discover and display information gained through the testing of

interactions between phenomena, GIS can be used to organize

and appraise variable coefficients for predictive models

(Walsh 1985, 205). Two examples are site suitability analyses

and the development of textual or statistical data from map-

based information.
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When a site suitability analysis is performed, the

resource manager or planner must consider several types of

interrelated information. Optimal site selection might be

based on combinations of any number of parameters, such as

distance from other features, the character of the physical

environment (topography, soil types, land cover, climate), the

prevailing land use, and legal restrictions (Marble and

Amundson 1988, 307). This spatial information will usually

consist of data in both textual and graphic formats. It must

be combined to present a coherent picture, typically in the

form of map overlays. The ability of the GIS to superimpose

one layer of data on another makes it well equipped to handle

capacity and constraint analysis of the overlay type

introduced and performed manually by Mdllarg (1969).

Suitability analysis often translates spatial parameters

into indices (Marble and Amundson 1988, 307). For example,

various soil types might be rated on a scale of one to ten

based on suitability for koa growth. A composite suitability

index for koa might be built combining the soil index with a

similar one that rates precipitation. A relatively simple

example from the State of Maryland (1981) builds suitability

indices for agriculture, based on soil conditions, water

availability, conflict with existing land uses, and proximity

to major urban areas. The results of the suitability analysis

may be compared with existing land-use designations, and areas

that exclude optimal uses may be identified. This type of

study explores the creation and implementation of a management
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model on a data set and various submodels which allow the

resource manager the option of choosing the spatial scenario

most suitable for a particular land area (Johnston 1987, 99).

The Use of Geographic Information Systems

Planners may formulate predictive land use models by

stringing together a number of GIS manipulations. The

technique, known as cartographic modelling (Tomlin, 1983), is

well suited to implement the koa site suitability model. Not

only does it incorporate the necessary topology, it also

employs common GIS functions that meet the study objectives.

A GIS is a technically complex tool. It requires a

substantial outlay of resources in terms of hardware and

software and in terms of the time required to enter the

spatial data (both maps and tabular data) into the computer

system (Green 1989, 1). Decisions as to the exact form of the

map data will be important to the outcome. Therefore the

final implementation of the system should grow out of a number

of carefully conceived planning phases which insure that the

end product meets the stated objectives. Planning steps for

the koa site suitability model include the following:

1) a specification of detailed requirements such as the
definition of the study area boundaries, the scale and
accuracy of the particular map data, standardized data
entry procedures, conversion factors of the source data,
and frequency of updates.

2) conceptual design of the cartographic model, which
involves the selection of source maps, and the definition
of a series of steps that transform source data into
digital information about the various growing conditions.

3) detailed database design, in which the source data are
chosen and assessed, and the conceptual model is
implemented using a particular GIS software package.
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Study Area Description

The koa site suitability study area (Figure 3) consists of

30,000 acres (200 N&S and 150 E&W) from 2,880 to 8,400 ft.

elevation, between Honohina and Kapoholilnuele Gulches, (Pua

Akala and Keanakolu quadrangles), on Mauna Kea, Island of

Hawai'i. The potential reforestation zone is situated between

Nauhi and Kaula Gulches, in a 6,500 acre parcel (Parcel #1),

owned by the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands.

'-

/ *Kalepa
7671

*Pu'u Loo
4850'

MIES

j Keanankolu
anger Station

David Douglas
Hist. Mon.

*
2900'

NI'IHAU

UDY ARE

STATE OF llMAI'I
,,J.1u

MOIOKA'I

KAHO'OLWE

H. 0 20 40 60 80 646ES

\PARCEL #1

. ) 16UW 15W

HAWAI'
*

cabin 1 56GW

Figure 3. Study Area Map
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Ecologically, the area is diverse, with vegetation types

ranging from closed canopy o'hia-dominate/koa sub-dominate

montane rain forest at the lower elevations to open sub-alpine

scrub forest dominated by Mamane (Sophora chrysophylla) and

Naio (Mypoporum sandwicense), to subalpine shrubland and rock

and cinder desert at the upper elevations. A koa-dominated

mountain parkland belt traverses the study area between

approximately 4,000 and 6,000 ft. In this ecosystem, koa
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reproduces primarily from root suckers, which results in a

distribution of somewhat circular colonies (Mueller-Dombous

and Lamoureux 1973, 871).

Soils range from deep loams and clays at the lower

elevations to cinder and stone. Soil temperature and depth

decrease with increased elevation (USDA/SCS 1973). Slope

averages 10%, aspect is predominately east-northeast.

Climate also deviates drastically throughout the area. At

2,880 ft., precipitation measures over 150 inches annually,

whereas at 8,400 ft., it is 31 inches. Annual mean

temperatures range from 50° to 67°F . Solar insolation

increases dramatically above 7,000 ft., the upper limit of the

prevailing trade wind inversion pattern (Carlquist 1980, 67).

GIS AND CARTOGRAPHIC MODELLING

The GIS is a computer system that stores, manipulates, and

displays spatial information in the form of maps. Spatial

data about a geographic region are organized as a series of

maps of the region. Each map contains a different type of

information (e.g. topography, rainfall, soils, land use, etc.)

and the maps are considered as layers in a single spatial

database. The layers may be scaled to one another and

therefore they may be "matched up" and overlaid one on the

next. The results of an overlay operation are retained in a

new layer that is added to the database.

The Structure of a Raster GIS

The raster, or grid-cell data structure is one of the
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common methods for arranging and representing spatial data in

a GIS. It is the only structure used in the present study,

and therefore, it is the only structure that will be discussed

in the report.

The simplest raster data

structures consist of an array of 2

3

grid cells (sometimes termed 4

5

pixels or picture elements) 6

(Burrough 1988, 20). 4

displays a simple region on a
12

rasterized map. The grid cell 13

14

arrangement imposes a two- 15

16

1 2345678910111213141516
flflaD00000000000Doa000000aooanooa00000000uuaa0000
ou00000000fl00000

nnrornnaaaa

0000

dimensional grid on a region, Figure 4. A simple region
on a rasterized map (from

dividing it into a fixed number of Burrough 1988, 23)

regular cells. The spatial data

within the boundaries of any given cell are generalized and

converted into a single value. The conversion may be

accomplished through an averaging procedure or any other

systematic method of generalization. As a result each cell

contains a single numeric data value, and the resolution of

the data is determined by the scale of the grid. In layers of

quantitative data such as topography, the cell values

represent actual numeric elevation values. In layers of

qualitative data such as zoning designations, the cells

contain code values representing the various zoning

classifications. Table 1, from Burrough (1988), summarizes

advantages and disadvantages of the raster data structure.
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TABLE 1.
RASTER DATA STRUCTURE

Raster Methods:

Advantages

SinpLe data structures

The overlay and cothination of mapped data with
remotely sensed data is easy

Various kinds of spatiaL data analysis are easy

SinuLation is easy because each spatiaL uiit has the same
size and shape

The technology is cheap and is being energeticaLLy deveLoped

Disadvantages

Votunes of graphic data

The use of Large ceLLs to reduce data votunes means that

phenomenoLogicaLLy recognizabLe structures can be Lost and
there can be serious Loss of information

Crude raster maps are considerabLy less beautifuL than
maps drawn with fine Lines

Network Linkages are difficult to estabLish

Projection transformations are time consuni ng uxLess
speciaL aLgorithms or hardware are used

Adapted from: Burrough (1988, 36)

In a raster-based GIS, a grid of fixed dimensions is

applied to each map layer in the database. The user must

decide on the scale of the grid: the ratio between length of

a cell and the distance it represents in the real world. The

scale should be the same for all layers in the database.

Under these conditions all layers contain the same number of

cells, and a cell in (row 5, column 8) of one layer can be

said to correspond to the cell in that same position in any

other layer (Cowen, et. al 1986, 111).

Maps contain a combination of point data, line data and

polygon data (polygons represent enclosed areas) . In a raster

GIS, a point would be represented by a single cell, the

smallest entity that can be mapped. A line would appear as a

series of adjacent cells, each containing the same value,

strung out in a linear pattern. A polygon would consist of a

contiguous cluster of cells of the same value (Kimerling,
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1989). There is no entity in the database to explicitly mark

the boundary that encloses a polygon. Quite simply, the

border between two polygons exists at the place where the

cells of one value meet the cells of another value. Likewise,

the GIS does not recognize polygons as entities; they are

simply adjacent cells of the same value.

SOIL
I

V ////I
/ / / I

I /
Figure 5. The
Overlay Concept
(Adapted from
McHarg, 1969)

Data Manipulation

The most prominent type of GIS data

manipulation is the overlay of two or

more map layers (Figure 5). In raster-

based systems overlay is commonly

achieved through the use of arithmetic

operations. In its simplest form, the

overlay concept is realized in raster

data structures by stacking two-

dimensional arrays (Burrough 1988, 21).

Reclassification of an

individual layer is one of the most frequently used

manipulations. In its simplest form, it is a user-specified

conditional search through the cells. A user might wish to

extract a map of forested lands from a source layer of land

use data. In this situation, they could reclassify the land

use layer, assigning a value of zero to cells that do

contain the forest code.

Visual Display

The graphic display of map data looks blocky in a

raster-based GIS because the data are generalized at the cell
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level. The degree of blockiness depends on the size of the

cells in the picture. Extremely small cells produce a very

smooth, detailed effect. However, this "pretty" rendition

does not always suit the purpose. Sometimes it is more

important to see exactly which cell values fall next to

certain other cell values, or to be able to count the number

of cells in a particular small cluster. Larger cells make it

easier to see this type of information.

Implementation in OSU MAP-for-the-PC

The koa reforestation model makes use of a particular GIS

software package: the Map Analysis Package (MAP), originally

developed by Dr. Dana Tomlin in 1979. MAP was revised to run

on a microcomputer by Dr. Tomlin in 1986 and further revised

by programmers at the University of South Carolina and at SUNY

Buffalo in 1987 (Marble, et. al, 1987). The current version,

OSU MAP-for-the-PC, is maintained at Ohio State University.

Package Characteristics. OSU MAP-for-the-PC a is public-

domain raster-based GIS. The program can handle databases of

up to 100 layers, with as many as 60,000 cells in each layer.

Cells may be scaled to any geographical coordinate system.

However, the size of the study area and the limitation on the

number of cells must be kept in mind when the scale is chosen.

Databases that require a fine resolution (that is, a cell

scaled to a very small area) use a large number of cells to

depict only a small region (Marble and Amundson 1987, 311).

Each cell must contain an integer value, and the value

cannot exceed +7-32767. A single layer may contain as many as
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1000 different cell values. However the graphics system can

display only 16 colors or patterns at a time. A specific

palette of colors or patterns is assigned to cell values 0

through 15, and the palette is repeated for each set of 16

values thereafter.

The GIS functions are implemented in OSU MAP-for-the-PC

through a number of short commands that may be typed at the

keyboard. (Appendix B contains syntax diagrams for all OSU

MAP-for-the-PC commands.) Alternatively, a series of commands

may be executed from a batchfile, which simply contains a list

of commands. When the batchfile is invoked, the commands will

be executed one after the next. Batchfiles can implement

complex models that require several processing steps.

SPECIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS

The objectives for the koa site suitability model may be

translated into a number of required data manipulations and

accuracy levels. In other words, the model must be built to

certain specifications. These are outlined in the following

discussion.

Performance Requirements

The GIS package must be affordable and must perform its

functions quickly, preferably in a matter of seconds and at

most in a few minutes. OSU MAP-for-the-PC was chosen because

it meets these criteria and because it is readily available.

In addition, the package uses relatively simple techniques.

Simplicity and speed make it an ideal tool to familiarize
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planners with GIS functions. Performance limitations of the

hardware-software system also come into play. They affect

some of the functional requirements and the accuracy levels.

Functional Requirements

The RCD Forestry Committee chose a grid cell size of

40,000 sq. ft. Each cell represents a real-world area 200 ft.

square: almost an acre. This is the smallest unit that the

system can recognize; that is, data are generalized to a

resolution of 200 ft. The cell size was chosen because it

adequately captures the data detail from existing source maps,

most of which were available at a scale of 1:24,000. Thematic

source data were first captured in the form of densities per

acre. A density conversion factor of 1.089 was later used to

modify the values to fit the 40,000 sq. ft. cells.

Accuracy Requirements

The koa site suitability model is based on the overlay of

different layers in the database. Therefore, it is imperative

that common boundaries among data layers truly coincide.

Extreme care must be taken in the construction of layers of

source data (such as the soils map). Source data that are not

already available at a scale of 1:24,000 must be rescaled, and

all source maps must be rectified to the base of the U.S.

Geological Survey 7.5-minute quadrangle map sheets. The

conversion (digitizing) of the corrected layers into computer

readable format - and finally into the raster structure

requires the use of complex computer hardware and software.

Once the layers have been moved into the GIS, they must be



overlaid again to test for discrepancies.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESIGN

The following discussion focuses on the mechanism of the

model and the structure of the database.

Acquisition of Source Data

This process involved data acquisition of geographic

information sources, such as maps, reports, and related

documents supplied directly by the user, or acquired

elsewhere. Table 2 lists the source data acquired for the

model's data input.

TABLE 2.
SOURCE INPUT DATA

18

Attribute GIS Source Year T Scale Units

TOPOGRAPHY TOPO 2 USGS 7.5-mm. Quadrangle 1982 Map 1:24000 80 ft. contours

RAINFALL RAIN Hawai'i Dept. of Land and 1970 Map 1:150000 MM. per year
Natural Resources: Div. of Water
and Land Devetopnent-Report R34

SOIL TYPES SOIL Soil Survey, Island of Hawai'i, 1973 Map! 1:24000 Types/Attributes
State of Hawai'i, USDA Soil Report
Conservation Service

SOLAR RADIATION SUN State of Hawai'i Dept. of 1985 Map 1:500000 Caloris
Plaming and Economic Developnent per cm /day

TEMPERATURE TEMP State of Hawai'i Dept. of 1979 Map/ 1:150000 Mean Annual
Natural Resources: Div. of Water Report Tenp.(F)
and Land Development Report R34

EXISTING VEGZONE U.S Fish and Wildlife Service 1986 Map/ 1:24000 PLant ColTuLnity
VEGETATION Vegetation Maps of Upland Ptant Report Classifications

Coerunities of Island of Hawai'i

PARCEL TAXMAP Co&rity of Hawai'i: Land Use 1988 Map! 1:24000 Landuse designations
BC*JNDARIES Inventory and General Plan Report Parcel botndaries
ZONING ZONING Classification Taxmap
DESIGNATIONS State Department of Planning and Economic Development

Data Input Procedures

The same procedure was applied to each layer within the

database. Accordingly, it will suffice to demonstrate the
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model on a single generic layer.

Preprocessing Steps. Rectangular boundaries in the data base

were determined and marked on the appropriate 1:24000 USGS

Topographic Quadrangle map sheets. The Quad sheets were used

as a base for all source layers in the database. The corners

were marked by first covering the Quad sheet with gridded

tracing paper at 10 cells to the inch. Therefore, the grid

cells on the tracing paper correspond to 200 feet on the

ground. The scale perfectly suited the needs of the project,

as it is the same as the intended scale of the database.

Paper versions of the source maps were then scaled and

rectified to the Quad base. Rescaling, if it was necessary,

was done using the Map-o-Graph enlarging machine at the

University of Hawai'i at Hilo Geography Lab. Original goods

were manipulated such that an image of the map could be fit to

a paper version of the Quad sheet. The rescaled map was made

in pencil on gridded tracing paper placed over the sheet. The

Map-O-Graph produces minor distortion with distance from the

center of the projected image. Therefore, only the central

one-third of the projected image was traced at any one time,

and the original was moved frequently to center different

portions of the map for tracing.

All originals (or rescaled tracings) were then rectified

to the Quad sheets without the use of rectifying machinery.

The original and the Quad were overlaid on a light table so

that they matched correctly over a small area, usually no more

than three inches square. This small area on the original was
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traced onto gridded tracing paper (10 cells/inch). The

original and the Quad were then realigned so that lines

coincided properly in an adjacent 3-inch square, and this

square was traced. The entire original was traced in this

manner, a small area at a time. The accuracy level achieved

with this procedure was adequate for the resolution of the

database that was to be created. Each tracing could then be

matched precisely with the others, and the boundaries of a

database could be referred to in terms of the common grid

dimensions.

After all layers were rectified to the base map, they were

checked for consistency. The most intricate source map was

used as a secondary base. Its tracing was overlaid by another

source layer, and RCD Forestry Committee members were

consulted to resolve any inconsistencies. Once the line work

was correct, each layer was annotated. A single attribute

code was written in each polygon on the tracings.

Digitizing. A study area base map was designed from the two

USGS 7.5-mm. topographic maps. The quadrangles were spliced

together (North and South) and trimmed. The base map was then

positioned on the digitizer bit pad, the input device for the

vector based data system MapEdit.

All digitizing was done on an 24 by 36" Altek Datatab

digitizer at an accuracy of .005 inch. The software used was

the MapEdit software published by Strategic Locations

Planning, Inc. The map coordinates were measured in cell

widths because they were perfectly suitable for translation
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into cell positions in the GIS (Appendix D enumerates most of

the digitizing procedures that were used).

Digitized layers contained vector-based data. They were

saved in the form of ASCII files with the file extension .STA.

The data format of these files could not be read by the data

entry module of the GIS. They were converted to the proper

format (purportedly to SASGRAPH format) with a conversion

routine called STA2PLP. The resulting files were also vector-

based ASCII files. They were converted into layers in the GIS

database by a vector-to-raster conversion function in the GIS

itself (see the syntax for the PLPMAP function in Appendix B).

The conversion process can be abortive if the polygon was not

digitized properly. An error trapping routine lists errors,

and the user must exit the GIS to edit the .STA file directly.

The new version must be converted with the STA2PLP program,

and re-entered with the PLPMAP function inside the GIS.

Editing. Individual layers had to be checked in two

different stages. The rectified tracing had to be checked,

polygon for polygon, against the original source map to insure

that all polygons had been captured. This same procedure was

repeated to check the tracing against the polygons in the

final layer inside the GIS. In addition, the source layers

were overlaid on one another inside the GIS to identify data

discrepancies in the form of sliver polygons.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL

A cartographic model was implemented by a series of GIS

functions, performed one after the next, forming a step by

step procedure. The model follows a step by step procedure.

In each step, one or more existing maps, or layers are

manipulated, and the results are a new layer in the data base.

The procedure may be grouped into four main phases:

1. Creation of digital reference maps based on existing land
divisions and land use designations.

2. Conversion of digital source data layers depicting a
number of growing conditions into suitability index
layers.

3. Consolidation of the various indices into a total
suitability index map.

4. Comparison of the suitability for koa growth to the
distribution of existing and non-existing koa stands.

The four phases are outlined in Figure 6.

****NOTE: OSU MAP-for-the-PC system commands are shown in
brackets, e.g. (COVER].

Inputs to the model included five source layers depicting

various natural growing conditions, a map layer of existing

vegetation, and a layer showing land-use designations and

parcel boundaries for the study area.

Preprocessing Phase: Revising the Inputs

The model is designed to operate on a single site

suitability scenario, based on indexing of the various growing

conditions. In all cases the inputs may be revised and the

model may be rerun to give results for the revised scenario.
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PHASE 1.
SOURCE LAYERS

Reference

PHASE 2. PHASE 3. PHASE 4.
INDEX LAYERS TOTAL INDEX COMPARISON W EXISTING

Figure 6. organization of the koa Reforestation Site
Suitability Model
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Map revisions are usually made on only limited portions

of these maps; the change might affect only a single soil

type or land use area. Therefore, the first step is to

uniquely identify each "revisable" area on the map.

Areas that are to be revised must be extracted from the

layer and modified, and the modified portions must then be

superimposed on the original map. The resulting version may

then be used as an input to the model.

GIS Processing

The five source data input layers were reclassified

(RENUMBER] to produce primary "index" layers of koa

regeneration suitability. These include: TOPO, SOIL, SUN,

RAIN, and TEMP. Another source layer VEGZONE, depicts the koa

distributions that exist in the study area, a product of the

natural conditions listed. Useful to the display of the model

is the description and results (DESCRIBE] of the layers in

which data are manipulated or reclassified. Other source

layers are included in the model strictly for spatially

referencing the data.

All index layers are assigned "weight" values, where

certain layer indices are assigned higher index values than

others due to greater influence on the conditions suitable for

koa growth.

The "weighting" of index values is based on expert

conclusions by the RCD Forestry Committee members and other

creditable sources on koa characteristics. In situations of

conflicting information or non-agreement, assumptions were
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made by the principal investigators for the sake of presenting

a single site suitability scenario. A prime capability of

this model is that weighted values may be modified at any

point, different values reassigned, and the model re-run. Two

examples of revisions may be made directly from within OSU

MAP-for-the-PC, allowing the user to experiment with different

index scenarios: 1) modify optimum topographic range for koa

growth, and 2) revise the ideal koa growth rainfall range.

The layers are processed sequentially to depict a step-by-

step procedure. The following constitutes the model

implementation sequence as executed by OSU-MAP-for-the-PC.

Source Data Layers (Reference). The TAXMAP layer is a map

displaying land parcel boundaries and zoning designations for

each parcel within the study area. This layer was used only

as a reference.

Because the study centered around a particular parcel,

reference maps are included to show the situation of the

parcel in the study area. These include:

A layer showing the Hawaiian Homelands Parcel #1 (PARCEL_i) in

relation to the entire study area was derived [RENUMBER]

[MULTIPLY] from the TAXMAP layer. This map displays all land

parcel boundaries. The ZONING layer is also created from

TAXMAP. This map combines all land parcel zoning designations

into two state land use classifications: private ownership

(AG-40) and State Forest Reserve. The TAX layer displays the

land parcel boundaries, used only to superimpose land use

boundaries on other layers.
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Source Data Layers (Growing Condition)

The source data layers are displayed in sequence and

converted into the following primary index layers:

A. Temperature The TEMP layer portrays the study area mean

annual temperature (F). Although TEMP is a source layer, the

small scale and poor resolution of the source data prohibit

practical manipulation of the map in the suitability model.

B. Solar Radiation The small scale and poor resolution

problem also applies to the SUN layer, which represents the

estimated average daily insolation in calories per sq.cm/day.

The layer is not applied in the model.

C. Topographic The layer TOPO represents the elevation

contour values for the entire study area, in 80 ft. intervals,

ranging from 2,880 to 8,400 ft. The elevation values portray

the center of each contour polygon (mean elevation value)

For technical reasons within the G.I.S, TOPO is not a visually

informative map. Consequently, a display version is created.

The layer TOPOSCAN, is a converted display version of

TOPO. It is a more detailed map, showing the elevation

contours reclassified into 40 foot contours. A smoothing

procedure (SCAN] averages out the irregularity of the

digitized contours.

A primary index map TINDEX is derived from TOPO. TINDEX

represents index values for the determined optimum koa growth

ranges, by reclassifying (RENUMBER] the 80 ft. intervals to

500 ft. intervals. Each interval is then assigned an index

value ranging from 0-10. The highest index value (10)
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represents the optimal (4,500-4,999 ft). interval, whereas the

lowest index value (0) symbolizes the least desirable interval

(7,000-8,400ft.)

D. Rainfall The layer RAIN depicts the study area mean

annual rainfall (mm) . The ranges are not segmented into

intervals, such as 800-900 mm., but given a single value for

each interval, as categorized in the original source data.

RINDEX, is a primary index map reclassified [RENUMBER]

from PAIN. The initial rainfall intervals are retained, and

assigned index values ranging from 0-3. The optimum koa

growth rainfall range (2,250-3,250 mm) is assigned an index

value of 3, the least desirable range (800-1,125 mm) a 0.

E. Soils The soils information is made up of the source data

layer SOIL, and converted into four secondary maps (WOODLAND,

LOSOTEMP, LOPERNEA, and LODEPTH). The layers are derived by

reclassifying soils into groups, according to the soil survey

data. The criterion is to consider soil conditions at the low

end of the temperature, permeability, and depth ranges. These

conditions are considered to be more critical for koa growth

than the soil condition upper-end ranges. The secondary maps

are reclassified into four soils index layers (KOA/SOIL,

LTINDEX, LPINDEX and LDINDEX), utilizing the soil survey data.

SOIL is the source data layer, depicting the soil types and

classifications within the study area. Thirteen soil types

are categorized, ranging from loam and clay, to stony.

WOODLAND, derived from SOIL, classifies the soil types

by suitability for koa growth. KOA/SOIL is an index layer
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derived from WOODLAND. An index value of 5 represents soil

types where koa is the dominant tree species. Non-koa-

dominant soils are assigned index value 0.

LOSOTEMP depicts the areas of mean soil temperature (F)

based on the low-end of the soil temperature scale. The soil

temperatures decrease with increasing elevation. LTINDEX,

derived from LOSOTEMP, is a soil temperature index layer.

Index values (0-5) depict the low soil temperatures, with the

higher temperatures receiving the higher suitability ratings.

LOPERNEA, represents areas of soil permeability in

inches/hour based on the low-end of the permeability scale.

The region of highest soil permeability occurs in the upper

elevations of the study area (20.0 in./hr.), where soils are

mainly comprised of cinder and loose pyroclastic material.

The center of the study area has the lowest soil permeability

rate (2.0 in./hr.). The index map LPINDEX, derived from

LOPERMEA, shows low soil permeability rates as index values

(0-3); the higher the soil permeability rate, the higher the

suitability rating.

LODEPTH reveals areas of soil depth in feet, based on the

low-end of the depth scale. In general, soil depths tend to

decrease with elevation, with the center of the study area

having the lowest soil depth. The index layer LDINDEX,

derived from LODEPTH, represents the soil depths as index

values (0-5), with the highest index values depicting the

highest soil depths.
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Adding the Indices. The three soil index layers (LTINDEX,

LPINDEX, and LDINDEX) are combined [ADD] to generate the

overall soils index map SINDEX. For each cell, the three

index values are added, resulting in a combined soil

suitability index. SINDEX features total index values from

the low soil temperature, low soil depth and low soil

permeability layers. The index values range from 0-11. The

value 11 would depict areas that have a combination of highest

soil temperature, depth, and permeability.

A similar additive procedure is used to combine soils,

topographic, and rainfall suitabilities into a final koa

reforestation site suitability map KOAINDEX. (SINDEX (ADD]

RINDEX [ADD] KOA/SOIL (ADD] TINDEX = KOAINDEX). The summed

index values range from 0-29.

Comparison Against Existing Koa Stands. The source data

layer VEGZONE depicts the existing distribution of koa stands

in the study area, as determined by natural growing conditions

and historical human disturbance. The layer is classified by

percentage of canopy cover, ranging from very scattered to

closed. The map is also classified by the dominance of koa

compared to other tree species in the study area. The range is

from koa sub-dominant to koa dominant. Of concern is the

absence of closed-canopy, koa-dominant areas within the entire

study area.

The three most favorable koa classifications within the

study area include: 1) open canopy/koa dominant, 2) closed

canopy/koa co-dominant, and 3) open canopy/koa co-dominant.
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The layer BESTKOA is derived [RENUMBER] from VEGZONE. This

layer depicts the three existing desirable koa

classifications. Of note are the abrupt classification

changes which closely follow the parcel boundaries.

A masking layer KOAMASK is derived from BESTKOA, defining

the three existing desirable koa classifications as a value 1,

and the non-desirable classifications (open and closed canopy/

koa subdominant, scattered and very scattered canopy/koa co-

dominant, and non-koa areas) as a value 0.

Another masking layer XKOAMASK is derived from BESTKOA,

defining the non-desirable classifications as a value 1, the

three desirable classifications as a value 0.

Comparison of Final Index. The reference layer SUITWKOA is

derived by overlaying [MULTIPLY] the final KOAINDEX layer with

KOANASK. This map displays the koa suitability index values

superimposed on the areas of desirable koa classifications.

The map SUITXKOA is derived by overlaying [MULTIPLY]

the KOAINDEX layer with XKOANASK. This map displays the

suitability index values superimposed on areas of sub-

dominant, scattered or non-existent koa. This layer is

critical as it represents areas presently in undesirable koa

that could be potentially feasible for reforestation.

Results

KOAINDEX (Appendix A: Nap 1): According to the site

suitability scenario based only on growing conditions, the

optimum sites for koa reforestation (index value 29) occur in

a 285-acre parcel near the 4,200 ft. contour in the Hilo and
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Humuula Forest Reserves, and a 65-acre parcel within the

Waipunalei Ag-40 tract. Descending index values radiate from

these parcels throughout the study area, with the least

suitable areas situated in areas above 6,000 ft.,

characterized by low temperature and rainfall, and poor soils.

The highest suitability index values within Hawaiian

Home Lands Parcel #1 (18,19,20) encompass an area of 916 acres

(Number of cells X density conversion factor 1.089) in the

northeast portion between 5,400 and 5,600 ft. elevation. The

area of highest suitability rating (20) is 190 acres.

SUITWKOA (Appendix A: Map 2): This map displays the KOAINDEX

suitability index values superimposed on the areas of

desirable koa classifications. Of interest is the scattered

distributions of desirable existing koa classes within

Hawaiian Home Lands Parcel #1 overlain with the highest

suitability index values (18,19,20) for the parcel. These

areas total 425 acres, whereas distributions of desirable

existing koa classes overlaid with the lower suitability index

values (11-14 and 15-17) total 986 acres. This conflicts with

the speculation that the higher suitability index values

should correspond to where desirable koa classes are present.

SUITXKOA (Appendix A: Map 3): SUITXKOA essentially exhibits

the most suitable areas targeted for koa reforestation. It

displays areas of sub-dominant, scattered or non-existent koa

classifications, overlaid with the KOAINDEX suitability layer.

Within Hawaiian Home Lands Parcel #1, there are 490 acres with

these classifications containing index values of 18,19, or 20.
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The RCD Forestry Committee may consider these areas as

potential reforestation sites, because the current

distributions may conceivably be upgraded to a closed or open-

canopy/koa dominant or co-dominant condition.

DISCUSSION

The study represents a simplistic model for site

suitability for koa reforestation. The finite availability of

data sources, information and expertise relating to growing

conditions and characteristics of koa restricted the scope of

the study. As a result, the conceptual model design did not

necessitate inputting variables for specific types or

varieties of koa and/or koa trees for specific uses.

The model is designed to operate on different variations

of the input layers. In the provided scenario, specific

assumptions are made concerning the "weighting" of index

values, which greatly influence the model's overall results.

The ability to revise the model inputs fulfills the RCD

Forestry Committee's main objective: to "play what-if" and

recalculate the hypothetical model using a multitude of land

use or growing condition scenarios. The revisions, however,

cannot be accomplished in batchfiles. They depend heavily on

user choices, hence, the process must be kept flexible. The

instructions describe a series of individual commands which

must be typed at the keyboard. Multiple scenarios may be

processed and the indices numerically compared, averaged and

measured against each other. Each scenario represents a
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variation, where each cell could be compared and perhaps

tested by a statistical analysis, such as multiple regression

correlation.

A limitation of the OSU-MAP-for-the PC software is that

sophisticated statistical analysis functions are not as yet

supported. Commands such as [CLUMP] are used to identify

contiguous groups of cells with the same value and assigned a

new unique value. However, trend surface analysis and spatial

auto correlation functions (available on some raster-based

GIS) are useful to examine cells as sample populations, for

which statistical techniques may be applied.

The model presented offers only a limited introduction to

the possibilities for 'cartographic modelling' that are

offered by a generic tool kit for spatial analysis such as

OSU-MAP-for-the-PC, or the other analytical GIS currently

being used and developed. A major advantage of 'cartographic

modelling' is the need to define the problem clearly and to

decide on the data required to solve it (Burrough 1988, 100).

The need to develop a clear, logical flowchart using well-

defined spatial operations forces the user to think clearly

about the steps needed to solve the problem and to make his

methodology open to examination. The ease with which a

number of operations or scenarios can be processed and

compared permits analyses that are simply not possible without

a geographical information system.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A.

MAP 1. KOAINDEX: final koa reforestation site suitability map

MAP 2. SUITWKOA: koa suitability index values superimposed on
the areas of desirable koa classifications

MAP 3. SUITXKOA: koa suitability index values superimposed on
areas of sub-dominant, scattered or non-
existent koa

APPENDIX B. SYNTAX DIAGRANS FOR OSU MAP-FOR-THE-PC COMMANDS

APPENDIX C. PROGRAM/DATA FILES

APPENDIX D. DIGITIZING PROCEDURES using MAPEDIT
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APPENDIX B: SYNTAX DIAGRAMS FOR OSU MAP-FOR-THE-PC COMMANDS

LIST OF AVAILABLE COMMANDS:

ADD DIFFER EXPOSE MINIMIZE PROTECT SIZE SURVEY
AVERAGE DIVIDE FILTER MULTIPLY RADIATE SLICE TRACE
CLUMP DRAIN FIND NARRATE READ SORT WRITE
COLOR DRAPE GRID ORIENT RENUMBER SPAN ZAP
CONTOUR DUMP INFORM PALETTE RESPACE SPREAD
COPY ECHO LABEL PAUSE SCALE STOP
COVER EULER LIST PLPMAP SCAN STRIP
CROSS EXPLAIN MAP POINT SCORE SURFACE
DESCRIBE EXPONENT MAXIMIZE PROFILE SHADE SUBTRACT

ADd <inmap> To <inmap> [To <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

Average <inmap> [Times <weight>] Plus <inmap> [/]
[Times <weight>] [Plus <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

CLump <inmap> [At <distance>] [Diagonally] [For <outmap>]

COLor <inmap> [On {PRinter, PLotter)]

CONtour <inmap> [From <lowvalue>] [To <highvalue>] [/]
[By <increment>]

COPy <inmap> [For <outinap>]

COVer <inmap> With <inmap> [With <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

CRoss <inmap> With <inmap> [For <outmap>] [7]

DEscribe <inmap> [Fully]

DIFferentiate <ininap> [Maximally] [For <outmap>]

Scanner
Sticky Note
Pg. 38-40 comprise Appendix A (Maps 1-3) missing from original. Author unavailable to supply.



DIVide <inmap> By <inmap> [By <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

DRAIn <valuemap> Over <surfacemap> [For <outmap>]

DRAPe [<color map> OVer] <profile map> [SCale <value>] [/]
[Rotated <value>] [Above <value>] [Distance <value>]

DUmp <inmap> For <DOS filename>

ECho {ON , OFF)

EUler <inmap> [For <outmap>]

EXPLaIn <command name>

EXPONentiate <inmap> By <inmap> [By <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

EXPOSe <inmap>

FILTer <inmap> Bymask <number> [For <outmap>]

FInd On <inmap> For <outmap>

Grid [On <inmap>] [For <outmap>]

I NForm

LAbel <inmap>

LIst [From <low value>] [THru <high value>]

MAP <single value> [For <outmap>]

MAXimize <inmap> Versus <ininap> [Versus <inmap>] . . . [For <outmap>]

MINimize <inmap> Versus <inmap> [Versus <inmap>] . . . [For <outmap>]
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MUltiply <inmap> By <inrnap> [By <inmap>]... [For <outmap>]

NARrate [<inmap>]

ORient <inmap> [Precisely] [For <outmap>]

PAUse { KEY, [SEConds <number>] )

PALette {<number> , From <filename>)
the number is 1, 2 or 3.

PLPmap <datafile> As (POInt, Line, POLygon)
[Xorigin <realvalue>] [/] [Yorigin <realvalue>]
[Scale <realvalue>] [For <newmap>]

POint [On <inmap>] [For <outmap>]

PROFile <inmap> Inflection <direction> [At rise] [For <outmap>]
direction's are : [North : NORTHEast] [East : SOUTHEast]

[South : SOUTHWest] [West : NORTHWest]

PROJect <datafile> FRom <input proj> To <output proj>
INZone <proj zone> INUnit <input units>
OUTZone <proj zone> OUTUnit <output unit> [FOr <filename>]

PROTect <inmap>

RAdiate <viewer map> [AT <viewing height>] [To <cell distance>]
[OVer <elevation map>] [Onto <height map>] [THru <screenmap>]
[Screen <diameter>] [Above <degree angle>] [For <outmap>]

REAd From (KEYBOARD , filename)
Note: after reading from a file, you must switch back to

reading from the keyboard.

RENUmber <inmap> Assigning <new value> To <old value> [To <old
value>..] [THru <old value + n>] [Assigning...] [For outmap]



RESpace <input map> [FROMLeft <#>]
[TOBottorn <#>] [For 4]

SCALe <inmap> At <units/cell>

[TORight <#>] [FROMT0p <#>]

SCAN <input map> (Total, Average, MEdian, MINImuM, MAXimum,
MAjority Minority, DIVersity , DEviation , Proportion)
[ARound <scan map>] [Within diameter] [Diagonally]
[Beyond <diameter>] [For <outinap>]

SCOre <inmap> By <second map> [(Total , Average , MINImum
MAXimum , MAjority , Minority , DIVersity , Deviation
Overlap , Proportion , MEdian)] [Quietly] [Completely]
[For <outmap>]

SHADe <inmap> [On (PRinter, PLotter)]

SIZe <inmap> [For <outmap>]

SLIce <inTnap> [Into <number>] [FRom <low number>] [/][Thru <high number>] [For <outmap>]

SORt <inmap> [For <outmap>]

SPAn <seed map> [Around <area map>] [To <maxdistance>]
[For <outinap>]

SPRead <area map> [To <max value>] [THru <friction map>]
[Over <elevation map>] [Downhill] [For <outmap>]

STOp

STRIp [On <inmap>] [For <outmap>]

SURFace <inmap> [BYR0w <value>] [BYColumn <value>]
[Rotated <value>] [Above <value>] [Scale <real value>]

SUBtract <inmap> Minus <inmap>

SURVey <inmap> [For <outmap>]
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[Minus <inmap>]...[For <outmap>]
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TRACe [At <number>] [Targetting <x> <y>] [For <outmap>]

WRite On {Screen , DOS filename , PRN)

ZAP <inmap> [And <another map>]
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APPENDIX C:

1. PROGRAM FILES

The following files comprise the OSU MAP-for-the-PC software
package:

MAP. EXE
NETAWNDO. EXE
PRTSCRN. EXE
SYSTEMO8 . FNT
MARKERS. FNT
ROMANSIM. FNT
COMMAND. HLP
FILES .HLP
INTRO. HLP
CREDITS .HLP
NEWCOM. RAN
STA2PLP. EXE
PAL. EXE

2. DATABASE FILES.

Each OSU MAP-for-the-PC database is defined by four files
on the disk. The following files contain the database for
the study area. If a database is to be processed, the
four files that define it must be stored in the working
directory where the program is to be run.

KOA.VAL
KOA.TIT
KOA. LAB
KOA. MAR
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APPENDIX D: DIGITIZING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MAPEDIT SOFTWARE

1. Position the map on the digitizing tablet so that all
points you wish to capture are within the active area.
Tape it down. Draw the map boundaries on the tracing
paper. Circle the corner points in pencil and label them
with the correct coordinates.

2. cd mapedit

3. invoke the program: type MAPEDIT.

4. Configure the tablet: press <F2>.

a. press t (for tablet)

b. follow their instructions for tablet scaling:
position the puck in the top left corner of your map
border and press <enter>. Repeat for bottom right
and bottom left corners in turn.

Then enter the coordinates of the top left and bottom
right corners.

c. Now you see a blank screen. Don't panic.
Configuration is complete.

5. Load a file to work on: press <F9> (FILES).

a. If you are starting a new file, press 'n' (NEW).
If you are adding to an existing file, press 'l'(LOAD).
(If you LOAD, it will prompt you for the name of the
existing file).

b. say 'no' when it asks if you want lat-long
coordinates

c. 'Target' will be your output file. Name it anything
you want, with an extension of .STA

d. Now you see a blank screen. Don't panic. Tap the
<enter> button on the puck (orange), and you should
get a cursor on the screen. It shows the position of
the puck. You are ready to digitize.

6. Notice the four buttons on the puck. They duplicate some
of the functions of keys on the keyboard so that you don't
have to operate both instruments at once.
The top button (orange) has two functions. Most
importantly, it duplicates the <enter> key. You would
also use it to inform the computer that you are starting
to digitize a POLYGON (as opposed to a line or a lone
point).
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The bottom button is the GRAB button. To grab a point is
to access the precise coordinates of a point that you have
already digitized. To do it, position the puck close to
the point and press the GRAB button. You can also GRAB by
pressing 'g' on the keyboard. After any GRAB, you will
have to press <enter> twice.

The button on the right is the BEGIN button. (Will
explain later). You can also BEGIN by pressing 'b' on the
keyboard. The button on the left is the END and the OFF
button. You can also END by pressing 'e' one the
keyboard, and you can finish OFF a polygon by pressing 'o'
on the keyboard.

7. Digitize a polygon:

a. Position the puck over a point in the polygon you
wish to digitize. Tap the top button to indicate
that you are about to digitize a polygon. The screen
will prompt you for a polygon "name". We will name
polygons by the value that they represent. (On a
contour map, the value would be the value of the
lower boundary of the contour interval.)

b. Then position the puck over each vertex of the
polygon in turn and tap the orange button to enter
it. ALWAYS WORK IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION !! Enter
points where the line bends, but don't worry about
getting every nuance. Your points should be no
closer than an eighth of an inch.

c. WARNING: There is a limit of 3000 points per map.
Unnecessary points should be avoided.

d. When you get to the end, do not re-digitize the first
point. Instead press 'o'(OFF) on the keyboard. This
will connect the last point up to the first, close
the polygon, and free the cursor on the screen.
Alternatively you can press the white button on the
left of the digitizing puck.

e. Work your way across the map, digitizing polygons
that are adjacent to polys you have already
digitized.

f. At any time, you may press <F6> to make the program
display the polygon label on the screen. <F6> also
lets you choose the size of the label: SMALL or
MEDIUM. If you do this while a polygon is still open
(i.e. half digitized), the label will fall on the
line you are digitizing rather than inside the
polygon area.
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g. At any time you may zoom in to a particular area.
Press CTRL-PgUp. A rectangle will appear on the
screen. Press CTRL-PgUp to make it bigger, CTRL-PgDn
to make smaller. Use the arrow keys to move it
around the screen. (Even the diagonal keys on the
pad work!) When you have it where you want it, press
<F3> (ZOOM), '1' (IN). You may continue digitizing
in the zoomed window. To restore the image to
original scale, press <F3> (ZOOM), 'r' (RESTORE).
The RESTORE option is handy for getting back to home
base in a lot of situations.

h. You may press <F2> (CONFIGURE), 'c' (COLORS) to set
separate colors for the line segments and other
things. One handy feature is that it will let you
illuminate a tiny crosshair at each point you have
already digitized. When finished, press <F3>
(ZOOM),'r' (RESTORE) to restore the image.

i. If one polygon is totally enclosed within another
polygon (i.e. a donut hole), digitize the outer
polygon first. Then digitize each donut hole as a
separate polygon.

8. Special case of a polygon adjacent to a polygon you have
already digitized:

Start your polygon as before, and work your way around
it in a clockwise direction. If the first point is in
common with an existing poly, position the puck close to
the point and GRAB it.

When you come to a line segment in common with an
existing polygon, you must copy all points on the
segment into the new polygon using a multiple GRAB
operation called a BEGIN-END pair. Move the puck close
to the first common point and tap the BEGIN button
(right). Then move the puck to the last point of the
common line segment and press the END button (left) or
the 'e' on the keyboard (for END). Notice that the
entire line segment has become white, showing that it
has been copied.
If the common line segment has more than 10 points in
it, split it up with more than one BEGIN-END pair, just
to be safe.
The polygon you are working on may be adjacent to more
than one existing polygon. You must perform a separate
BEGIN-END routine for borders with each adjacent
polygon.

If the last point of adjacency coincides with the final
point of the polygon (i.e., also the first point of the
polygon), then put the END at the point just before it.
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In addition, when digitizing along a line where the
adjacent polygon has not been digitized yet, be sure to
enter a point at every intersection with other polys.
This will provide proper BEGIN-END points for the
adjacent polygon when it is digitized later.

9. Special case of polygon at edge of map. This does NOT
apply to ALL QUAD edges. It must be an outside edge of
the entire map sheet.

You must enter the coordinates of the edge points by
hand to insure that the edge is absolutely smooth.
Position the puck close to the first edge point. GRAB
it. Write down the coordinates. Press <F6> (LABEL),
's' (SMALL).

Then SELECT your polygon: press CTRL-right arrow or
CTRL-left arrow. This puts a box around the label of
one of the polygons. Continue to press CTRL-<right
arrow> or CTRL-<left arrow> to space through all the
polygon labels until you come to the one you are working
on.

Press <enter>. You will be prompted for an x and a y
coordinate with up to 5 decimal places. If you are at a
horizontal edge, enter the GRABbed value for x. For y,
enter the y value that you pencilled in for this edge.
If you are at a vertical edge, it is the reverse: enter
the pencilled value for x and the GRABbed value for y.

Repeat this process for the second edge point of the
polygon.

10. Fixing errors
If you catch an error in a polygon before you finish
digitizing it, you can 'back out' counter-clockwise,
point by point, by pressing the <del> key at the bottom
right hand corner of the keyboard. As you delete the
points, the connecting lines will disappear as well. If
you are deleting a line that is in common with an
existing adjacent polygon, the line will disappear
anyway. Don't panic. The line for the adjacent polygon
is still there. It will reappear if you RESTORE the
screen by pressing <F3> (ZOOM), 'r' (RESTORE).

You may delete a polygon after it is complete. First
SELECT the polygon (LABEL the map and use CTRL-<right
arrow> to browse through the labels. When you get to
the one you want, press <ENTER> to SELECT.) To delete
the SELECTed poiy, press <F8> (EDIT), 'd' (DELETE). If
you change your mind and want it back again, press <F8>
(EDIT), 'u' (UNDO).
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You may also reopen a closed poly to edit just a portion
of it. Keep in mind that points are deleted in
backwards, counter-clockwise order. Therefore, position
the puck at the newest point after the area you wish to
edit. Press <F5> (ADD), 'r' (REOPEN). Then you may
delete points with the <del> key (as described for open
polygons, above), and re-enter them up until the point
immediately before the point where you REOPENed. Then
press 'o' (OFF) to re-close the poiy.

It is difficult to reopen a polygon at a point that is
common to more than one polygon. The program doesn't
know which one you want to reopen!

11. Ending a session.

Press <F9> (FILES), 's' (SAVE). The program will ask some
questions. You want to save your work to a target file,
which may have already named at the beginning of the
session. Once the file is saved you will see a blank
screen. Don't panic. Now you can press <FlO> (QUIT), and
turn off the machine. REMEMBER TO SAVE BEFORE YOU QUIT!!

Two additional procedures should be noted here as well:

1) When boundaries coincided between two layers, polygons
from the first layer were translated into "line" entities
and copied into the second layer for reference. Polygon
borders in the second layer could then be matched exactly
to the appropriate lines with the GRAB function in the
software.

2) If one polygon was completely enclosed by another polygon,
the inner polygon had to be digitized after the outer
polygon.


